What’s News?

We are ready for another busy week in Kindy.

Thanks again to all of our parent helpers. You work is always appreciated. If you are someone who assists in the classroom regularly and haven’t done so already could you please pop in to Mrs Keogh to fill out a working with children form.

We are going to get started on making Easter Hats with our buddies this Friday. Could you please bring a plain hat (ie an old hat from home, one from the reject shop) and decorations for this hat. The children have discussed with their buddies what they would like to decorate their hats with so have a chat with your child to see what they had in mind (within reason of course!)

We will also be making some 3D models of some of the buildings around the school for HSIE/Science if you could bring a box to school for your child to use for this construction I would be most grateful (ie a shoebox).

Next week I will send home a piece of paper that has a line of script for your child to rehearse so that they are prepared to host assembly.

Have a wonderful week.

Thanks very much.
Kate Bird

Birthday Celebrations
None this week

Assembly Awards
Matt, Josh & Gigi

Lost & Found
(Please return to Mrs Bird)
Matthew Bremner’s Shorts

Upcoming Kinder Events

• Please bring a hat & materials for your child’s Easter Hat by Friday.

• Please bring a box so that your child can build a 3D Model of an area around the school for HSIE/Science by Friday.

What’s happening in the classroom this week?

Homework: Home Reading Program
Reading Before School: Tuesday-Friday

English
Phoneme of the week
News (see News Schedule)
• Phoneme/sound of the week: li (itchy insects)

Mathematics
• Focus number 5
• Groups of
• Bar & Pie Graphs

HSIE/Science
• Places, resources & equipment at school.

Personal Development
Home & Rural Safely
• Art
• Insects